
July 2023 
To Whom It May Concern, 
  
My Husband and I moved into our home  Golf Course 
Road on April 1st, 2019. We have been delighted with the 
neighborhood and our good fortune at starting over again this 
close to nature.  
This rezoning of land development will not only cause problems 
with our well water but all of us along this road will have 
catastrophic water constrictions with the addition of newer 
homes to the road,  if this land is altered in anyway is PRRD 
going to provide the upgraded water infrastructure, including a 
new sewer system to support not only new development but all 
the existing homes within this area to FSJ and not use the 
existing Charlie Lake system?  
  
The neighborhood itself does not have the infrastructure to 
manage the population increase and we are not interested in 
paying more taxes to accommodate the necessary adjustments.  
 
Not only will our quality of life be impacted but our largest and 
most important investment will depreciate.  
 
 
The entire ecosystem of this area will also be destroyed. The 
extensive tree removal will erode the soil and create the 
flooding of our property and our neighbors. The noise will not 
only disturb us but will significantly disrupt the rare and fragile 
bat population that is currently thriving in this area.  



 
We are unhappy and do not intend to accept this situation 
without expressing our concerns.  
 
We support our local community in whatever actions they 
pursue to hinder and stop the development from progressing. 
   
  
Sincerely, 
Paul Lynne Steinburg,  
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Jacqueline Burton

From: Planning Department

Subject: FW: Wade Subdivision Application

To: Director Brad Sperling 
Subject: Wade Subdivision Application

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization.  
Brad, 

Good morning. It is to my understanding that the Wade’s are once again re-applying once again to develop another  
subdivision on the Golf Corse Rd. At what point do you tell them “NO” and no more applications? Here are issues  
further to the development of Wade subdivisions.  

1). The intersection at Mile 54 to turn onto the Golf Course Rd. is an absolute accident waiting for a place to happen.  
With the increased traffic it will add to the possibility of something serious happening. I have contacted the government 
to install a convex mirror for the truckers coming from the scales approaching the stop sign by park to ensure no traffic 
instead of rolling through stop sign and blocking traffic entering Golf Course Rd. I did this 3 months ago nothing done.  
With the increased Oil & Gas Activity this intersection needs some serious attention before something serious happens.
This should be the responsibility of the highways and developer if major intersection changes should occur. 

2).   They have consistently shown that they say or ask for one thing at one end of the application then do what’s 
allowed 
at the other end and not what they convinced the public they were going to do. This has happened at each stage of this 
process from the very first proposal.

3). The PRRD is supposed to be bound to the communities wishes and wants for development in their area and not just 
what the developer puts forward even if it meets the PRRD criteria. 

4). They do not have any acceptable form of water and soil erosion control. As we know in this area we are prone to 
large 
and sudden rain squalls that can cause small flash runoff issues.

5). They have not provided any form of acceptable fire control provision with this or the previous applications. They are 
thinking that they don’t need to do it for each of their small add on developments because each one is below a 
threshold. 
The cumulative effect though needs proper fire protection.

6). Strata Development rules should apply. No possible large truck traffic, no farm animals, houses of certain sizes. 
Criteria’s
must be meet. 

I trust you understand my concerns as being a resident in Deerfield Subdivision for 27 years. Thanks for your time. 

Dave Turchanski,



DEVELOPMENT APPLICATION COMMENT FORM
Your comments or concerns regarding the proposed development are important to us; please
include the file number and applicant’s name with your submissions.
Please note:
Your name and address is required for your comments to be considered by the Regional Board.

File No. ________________Applicant: ____________________________________

Comments or Concerns:

Name: _______________________________________ Date: ____________________________

Address: ________________________

Email/phone number (optional ____

Submit comments to:

Box 810, Dawson Creek, BC VIG 4H8    Telephone: (250) 784-3200 or (800) 670-7773
Fax: (250) 784-3201    Email: prrd.dc@prrd.bc.ca
or:
9505  100 Street, Fort St. John, BC V1J 4N4  Telephone:  (250) 785-8084 Fax:  (250) 785-1125
Email: prrd.fsj@prrd.bc.ca

23-006N L and M Engineering Ltd

With respect, we would like to record our strong opposition to the approval of the proposed 
Zoning Amendement.
This proposal has come before the Regional District many times before and consistently 
been rejected.  We feel that that issues that led to the previous rejections are still relevant 
and have not been resolved. Those issues include at least the following:
*Road access: joining the Alaska Highway at the WeighScales is already quite risky
*Schooling: Charlie Lake School is over capacity
*Fire Services
*Sewage line capacity

The application may only be for 8 parcels of land, but our concern is that one the precedent 
is set, further applications will follow as the area gets developed in a piecemeal fashion.  
Based on the previous record any assurances by Mr Wade that this is not his vision would 
have to be viewed with scepticism.  At a meeting in the past Mr Wade assured those 
present that this parcel of land would never be subdivided by him.

Unfortunately neither of us is available to attend the meeting in person.

Janet and Richard Moody

Janet and Richard Moody Aug 11, 2023










